Offroad Pole With GoPro Mount
Capture The Action Like Never Before

The Offroad Stunt Poles for GoPro® is a brand new
pole designed to meet the needs of action camera users
wanting to capture their adventures like never before
and truly share the excitement of all their extreme sports
experiences.
The Offroad Stunt Poles are made of a special resin to
which glass fiber has been applied for the first time in
a Manfrotto product and in an action camera pole. This
new, high-performance material guarantees maximum
lightness while being extremely solid and rigid. It is very
compact and ideal for use in all action situations. The
Offroad Stunt Poles function in a way that resembles
the fishing rod: its tubes are conic and open/close
telescopically and are extremely fast to set up. They are
adjustable at different lengths with no need for bulky
locking levers.

The Offroad Stunt Pole comes with a GoPro® adaptor
completely made of plastic and compatible with all
GoPro® camera models. It features a universal female
thread at the bottom making it compatible with any
support: you can remove it from the pole by simply
unscrewing it and use it in all kinds of situations.
Thanks to the universal ¼’’ attachment on top of the
pole, accessories can be changed quickly and easily.
• Ultra lightweight action camera pole
• GoPro tripod adaptor with 1/4 thread attachment
included
• Made of a new resin with glass fiber for maximum
lightness
• Easy and fast to set up
• Comfortable handgrip and wrist strap for maximum
safety
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Medium

Material

Glass Fibre

Material

Glass Fibre

Colours

Black

Colours

Black

Weight

70g

Weight

90g

Payload

1kg

Payload

1kg

Max Height

58cm

Max Height

88cm

Plate Type

Fixed - with 1/4-20” screw

Plate Type

Fixed - with 1/4-20” screw

Enquiries

P: 1300 123 325 (1300 1 ADEAL) E: support@adeal.com.au W: adeal.com.au
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